Abstract. The approach proposed in this paper forms the front-end of a framework for the complete design flow from specification models of new automotive functions captured in Matlab Simulink to their distributed execution on hierarchical bus-based electronic architectures hosting the release of already deployed automotive functions. The process starts by deriving a task structure from a given Matlab Simulink model. Because the obtained network is typically unbalanced in the sense of computational node weights, nodes are melted following an optimization metric called cohesion where nodes are attracted by high communication density and repelled by high node weights. This reduces task-switching times by avoiding too lightweight tasks and relieves the bus by keeping inter-task communication low. This so-called Task Creation encloses the translation of the synchronous block diagram model of Simulink into a message-based task network formalism that serves as semantic base.
Introduction
We propose a framework that aims at automating significant parts of the design flow in the following typical scenario for embedded application development in automotive: given the electronic architecture A of a particular car model, we are looking for a conservative cost-optimized extension of this architecture to implement a new customer feature F . We consider typical hierarchical bus-based target architectures with a backbone TDMA based bus. In this work, we concentrate on the front-end of this framework where we assume that F is given as a Matlab Simulink model and propose an automated process to derive a balanced task structure serving as input to the design space exploration process. The goal is to optimize the granularity of the task structure while maintaining causality constraints by balancing computational load and minimizing communication density. This is achieved by introducing a metric called cohesion which reduces task-switching times by avoiding too lightweight tasks and relieves the bus by keeping inter-task communication low. As an interface between this frontend process and the design space exploration process, we use function networks, which provide a formal semantic base expressive enough to represent different communication and execution paradigms and all timing related aspects [4] .
To formally represent Matlab Simulink models we follow Lublinerman et al. [12] where these models are defined as timed synchronous block diagrams (TBD). A related approach of Tripakis et al. [5] is also based on TBDs and translates Simulink models to Lustre to partition the generated code into modules that are executed on different processors communicating via a time-triggered bus. Contrary to our work, the focus lies on separating the code into different modules respecting a global partial order, while still performing a scheduling analysis for user-specified timing constraints. Producing modular sequential code from synchronous data-flow networks is also addressed by Pouzet et al. [13] . They decompose a given system into a minimum number of classes executed atomically and statically scheduled without restricting possible feedback loops between input and output. However, the question of efficient and modular code generation lies beyond our approach but can be esteemed as supplementary. Di Natale et al.
propose [6] an optimization of the multitask implementation of Simulink models with real-time constraints on a single processor. The optimization goal is to reduce the use of rate transition blocks between different synchronous sets (that are connected blocks with the same sample time) to minimize buffering and latencies. The tasks for the scheduling analysis are determined by the synchronous sets while task priorities and execution order of function blocks within a task are optimized. Another work from Kugele et al. [11] is also based on synchronous languages and presents a way to deploy clusters -that are actually tasks -specified by the COLA language on a multi-processor platform. This allocation process is completed by a scheduling-analysis involving address generation and estimation of memory requirements for a pre-defined middle-ware. In this process they also rise the question of how to generate clusters of nodes (tasks) but currently assume that this is a decision that is taken manually by the user.
The contribution of this paper is as follows. Taking a translation scheme for Matlab Simulink models to function networks, we define a cohesion metric and an algorithm that partitions the resulting nodes to obtain a balanced task set with respect to computational weights, and also minimized communication demand between tasks. To obtain tasks correctly, we define formal composition operations for nodes in a function network and show semantics preservation of these operations in terms of causality (ordering) of node executions and timing.
Outline We start in Section 2 with the definition of an extended task network formalism called function network as semantic base for the whole process followed by a short introduction into the translation concept from Matlab Simulink to function networks in Section 3. The actual approach of task creation including its semantics and application is presented in Section 4 completed by evaluation results of this approach in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
Function Networks
Like other task network formalisms, function networks [4] are directed graphs where nodes represent processing elements (tasks), and edges represent channels transmitting events between nodes. A channel may transport different events. Channel c 3 in Figure 1 for example transmits events from the set {d 1 , ..., d n }.
Event sources allow to model events sent by the environment to the network. In Figure 1 , they are depicted as rectangles with filled circles. Source φ 3 represents for example a distance sensor delivering values d 1 , ..., d n . The occurrence of events is defined in terms of event streams [14] . Common streams define for example periodic or sporadic event occurrences. Event streams for function networks are defined by a tuple (Σ out , P − , P + , J, O) where Σ out is a set of events, [P − , P + ] defines an interval of a minimum and maximum period for event occurrences, J is the jitter, and O is an initial offset.
The connection between nodes and channels is realized by ports. Activation of nodes is captured by their input ports (small white circles). An input port activates a node when at least one event has occurred at each incoming channel of that port. Node f v in Figure 1 for example is activated when both an event v 1 on channel c 1 and v 2 on c 2 occurs. A node having multiple input ports is activated on the activation of any of its input ports. Combining multiple ports and multiple input channels allows modeling of complex node activations.
Function nodes employ internal state-transition systems to model for example functions that are sensitive to incoming events, and data access to, e.g. shared variables and FIFO buffers. Node f c for example sends a braking event b whenever it is activated and the last captured distance was critical (crit). Each activation causes a delay for processing, depending on the input event, the current state, and the particular output port. Delays are taken from intervals with best-case and worst-case bounds. For example, an event crit that activates node f c in state s 0 needs between 3 and 4 ms to be sent to port p 8 .
To simplify modeling data flow, the function network formalism is extended by data nodes, that are special function nodes modeling explicit data storage. We define different types of data nodes as persistent ones like Shared variables and FIFO buffers, and volatile ones like Signal s. Another data node type is the finite source (FSource) producing an initial event at its output port at system startup while emitting the next event not before an event was received at any input port. This node type is used to model cycles in function networks. Its semantics is very similar to pre-allocated events in task networks with cyclic dependencies [9] . A further enrichment is the introduction of a new channel type named read channel. While common (activation) channels model control flow and cause an activation at their target function node, read channels model data dependencies, that is, reading access by a function node to a data node at the activation of that function node. Read channels are depicted as dotted arcs.
Definition 1 (Function Network).
A function network is a tuple FN = (Σ, P, C, Φ, F, D) where:
-Σ is a finite alphabet. Events are tuples e = (σ 1 , . . . , σ k ) with σ i ∈ Σ.
Σ ⊂ Σ * is a finite set of events.
∪ P O is a set of input and output ports,
is a delay interval, c ∈ C A are activation channels and c ∈ C R are read channels leading exclusively from data to function nodes. -Φ is a set of sources φ = (EP , P out ) where EP = (Σ out , P − , P + , J, O) is an event pattern, Σ out ⊆Σ are the events transmitted by the source.
is a set of output ports. -F is a set of function nodes f = (P in , A, P out ) where P in ⊆ P I is a set of input ports, and P out ⊆ P O is a set of output ports. A = (S, s 0 , T ) is a timed transition system where S is a non-empty finite set of states, s 0 ∈ S is the initial state, and T is a transition function
mapping combinations of ports, incoming events and states to ports, delay intervals and successor states. Symbol ⊥ denotes "no output port". [7] and measuring. For translation, we pick up the basic idea of [12] where Matlab Simulink models are defined as Timed Synchronous Block Diagrams (TBDs).
Translating Simulink
The TBD is flattened as described by Lublinerman [12] while the hierarchy of subsystems is used to generate constrains for the task creation (see Section 4). As in [12] , we assume the TBDs to be acyclic in that all cycles must contain at least one Moore-sequential block such as a "Unit Delay" block. In the following we shortly introduce the translation concept. More details can be found in [3] .
Blocks Each block b with n inputs and m outputs is translated to a function node f b with one input port and m output ports. All input channels are synchronized at the input port to activate the function node only when all needed inputs have been computed i.e. the appendant events have been received. The delay of each transition is defined by determining the worst case execution time of this block assuming the input configuration described by the events.
Each Moore-sequential block b with n input signals and m output signals is translated to an FSource data node with one input port and m output ports. Each Rate Transition Block with an input signal from a block a and an output signal to a block b is translated to a special function node f rt with a Shared data node converting the sample time of block a to the sample time of block b. Data Store Memory blocks and Sink blocks are translated to Shared data nodes.
Triggers and Signals A trigger with a sample time ST connected to a block b with no input signals is translated to a Source with an event pattern implementing ST and an activation channel to the input port of f b . A trigger t leading from port o of block a to block b is translated to an activation channel from the respective port p o of f a to the input port of f b .
A signal x leading from output port o of block a to an input port of block b is translated as follows: If a and b have the same sample time x is translated to an activation channel from p out o to p in b . If a and b have different sample times we create a "virtual" rate transition block between a and b whose translation was described before. Additionally, we define the data size DataSize(c) for each created channel c by considering the data type of the appendant Simulink signal. This is used to define weights in the subsequent task creation process. Step ST2 ST1 \
ST1

Fig. 2: Preserving Synchronous Sets of Matlab Simulink Models
Preserving Semantics
For both translation and the following task creation, preserving semantics of the original specification is a key issue. Matlab Simulink models are inherently untimed, where block executions and communication are instantaneously, and are not affected by delays and jitter due to variances in the delays. Obviously, nothing of this holds for any implementation of a Matlab Simulink model that runs on real hardware. Moreover, TBD models follow the synchronous paradigm while function networks are asynchronous models based on communication by message transfer. If we translate one paradigm to the other, we have to take care that ordering of block executions is maintained and that for each execution the currently available inputs match those of the original semantics.
The translation maintains the partial order of blocks induced by the structure of a TBD [6] and preserves the order of signal updates by corresponding events in the function network. For blocks of one synchronous set all input channels of the corresponding function node are synchronized. Each time a block is executed, its output signals are updated which is represented in the function node by producing an event on each output port for each activation. Between different synchronous sets a function node acts as rate transition translating from one sample time to the other. On top of Figure 2 a Simulink example is depicted with its function network translation beneath. The block RT B represents a rate transition leading from sample time ST 1 =[6,0] to ST 2 =[2,0]. In the function network this is realized by a function node RT B with a source implementing [6, 4] } and a Shared data node storing input events.
To capture Matlab Simulink semantics correctly when the corresponding implementation is executed on a platform, we additionally have to ensure that all functions of a synchronous set are executed within their associated sample time. Thus, we define (causal) deadlines from the activation of any start node to the finished execution of any end node of a synchronous set. The length of the deadline is defined by the period of the set. For connected synchronous sets we need to define further deadlines over a complete path from a source to a sink while their length is determined by the minimum period of any set of the path. These deadlines may also be non-causal depending on the relation of the involved peri-ods. For example, in Figure 2 there exist deadlines for each synchronous set (of length 6, 2 and 5) and additional deadlines (which are causal here) over the sets with ST 1 and ST 2 with a length of 2. For the following task creation process it is important to maintain the synchronous sets because otherwise no valid deadlines could be defined. More details on perserving semantics can be found in [3] .
Task Creation -Semantics and Application
A function network that results from translation of a Simulink model is typically unbalanced, consisting of a large number of nodes with high variance in computational node weights which estimate the load a node potentially produces on an ECU. If we treat each node as a single task, this would result in a large communication overhead when many lightweight tasks are spread over the distributed hardware resources in the pursuing design exploration process. Accordingly, we want to obtain a more suitable task set by merging function nodes into tasks.
The proceeding of Realtime Workshop is to put all blocks with the same sample time into one task. These may not only be blocks of the same synchronous set but also of independent sets sharing the same sample time which may lead to very "heavy" tasks. For the execution on a distributed real-time system, this strategy precludes any of these blocks from being executed concurrently, which increases the risk of deadline violations. Nevertheless, nodes of the same synchronous set are still good candidates to be executed in the same task [6] . But due to the possibly high variety of the number and weights of nodes in synchronous sets not all sets would necessarily result in useful tasks. For example, we do not want to allow arbitrary large weights because those tasks may be either not executable on some ECUs, or they would reduce the number of possible schedules due to large blocking times. On the other hand, tasks should not be too lightweight, because the sum of task switching times would increase and waste a significant amount of ECU capacity. From the perspective of the design space exploration, it is desirable to have tasks with balanced weights. This would largely reduce the impact of computational density of tasks, and the decision where to allocate a task would be more driven by the actual optimization criteria.
Another important issue for task creation is the communication between tasks which may get very expensive if tasks are mapped to different ECUs and a bus has to be used. A bus is not only comparably slow, but also often the bottleneck of such systems and can hardly be upgraded. Hence, another objective for task creation should be to minimize communication between tasks to relieve the bus. To achieve all of this, we introduce in the next section a metric called cohesion.
Cohesion and Weights
Formally, task creation partititions the set of function and data nodes (which are special function nodes) N = F ∪ D into a task set T = {τ 1 , ..., τ m } where τ i = {n i,1 , ...., n i,k }, n i,j ∈ N . The communication structure of the resulting task set is determined by the set of channels C(T ) between different partitions.
The task set shall be chosen such that communication density is minimized and node weights are balanced. Node balancing is achieved by minimizing the standard deviation with respect to the aspired task weight leading to preferably merging nodes with low weights, while communication is minimized by reducing the weight of C(T ). For the definition of cohesion, we introduce weight factors α, β > 0 that are adjusted by user preference to control the process. Furthermore, we assume m − to be the desired minimum number of tasks which also determines the aspired task weight. This leads to the following definition of cohesion:
The weight w (n) of a node depends on its execution times in terms of transition delays and its activation pattern while execution times strongly depend on the compiler target. We define the delay of a transition as the minimum WCET among all potential processors of the target architecture, because without further knowledge about possible allocations we assume that each node will be allocated to its best fitting processor. More precisely, the weight of a node is defined as the sum of its port weights. The weight of a port is the maximum delay of all transitions starting at this port divided by the ports lower period bound. The period depends on the event pattern of preceding nodes and event sources. The weight for function node f = (P in , A, P out ) is defined as:
is the upper delay bound of the jth transition starting from input port p i and P − i is the lower period bound of p i . Communication density is defined in terms of weights for channels c depending on their data size, the communication rate, and the maximum bandwidth in bytes/s of all buses k. It is defined as:
, where DataSize(c) is the data size of channel c and P − c is the lower period bound of c. The period of a channel can in general be retrieved for example by so-called event stream propagation for task networks. For Matlab Simulink models, the period of any communication and any port activation is always well-defined.
Beside the optimization goal of minimizing the cohesion function, there exists a set of user-controlled constraints restricting the task creation process. First, we introduce minimum and maximum achievable task weights. The minimum task weight w − is intended to counteract thrashing caused by tasks with too small execution time, which induces frequent task switching and thus lowers processor utilization. The maximum task weight w + describes the maximum utilization a single task should involve on a processor and ensures that there is sufficient potential parallelism, thus allowing to reduce end-to-end latencies. As α and β, these parameters will typically highly depend on the respective application. Second, further constraints can be obtained from the hierarchical structure of the original specification model. For example, in Simulink the user may claim that all blocks of a certain subsystem have to be mapped into the same task.
Syntax and Semantics of Task Creation
In this section, we elaborate on the question what task creation actually means and which semantic consequences it implicates. The process of task creation is divided into three independent operations: merging of function nodes, elimination of local data nodes and elimination of self-activations. The first operation is mandatory for task creation while the other operations are optional. The operations are defined with the help of a component concept where a component is a part of a function network with a well-defined interface of ports to the remaining network. Each operation replaces one component by another one with the same interface. For semantic correctness of an operation, the causality i.e. the partial order of interface events has to be maintained. This also holds for internal events as long as they remain observable when applying the operation. If an event is no longer observable, causality is preserved by maintaining the control flow.
Merging nodes When two function nodes are merged this involves a restructuring of the function network by replacing a component of two function nodes f 1 and f 2 by a component with one function node f 1+2 with the same interface. This means that each the sets of input ports and output ports of f 1 and f 2 are unified. The transition system of f 1+2 is obtained by building the usual parallel composition [1] of the transition systems of f 1 and f 2 .
Definition 2 (Node Merging). Let FN = (Σ, P, C, Φ, F, D) be a function network and f 1 = (P in 1 , A 1 , P out 1 ) ∈ F and f 2 = (P in 2 , A 2 , P out 2 ) ∈ F be two function nodes. The merge operation is defined as follows:
The semantic consequences of merging two function nodes f 1 and f 2 is mainly that f 1 and f 2 are now executed on the same scheduling resource i.e. transitions of f 1 and f 2 cannot be executed concurrently anymore. But even though we change function network behavior by this operation causality is still preserved in terms of partial ordering of events. This is because all events, ports, channels and data nodes are maintained as well as the transition systems of the original function nodes. Therefore, also the partial order of all events (including interface events) is preserved. Concerning timing, node merging may enlarge the delay between the arrival of an event at an input port and the emitted output event, because transitions that could be executed concurrently before cannot be In Figure 3 on the left side a component of a function network with two function nodes f 1 and f 2 is depicted where f 1 triggers f 2 via a Signal node and two activation channels. Furthermore, there are read and activation channels to a Shared data node. The same function network part after merging f 1 and f 2 is depicted on the right side of Figure 3 . The activation path is now a selfactivation i.e. f 1+2 activates itself at a different input port. The Shared data node is unaffected and the read channel moves with its target port to f 1+2 .
The merging operation is associative because both the joining of ports and the parallel composition of transition systems is associative. This becomes important for the application of this operation in the task creation algorithm. This operation can also be applied for two function nodes that are directly connected by an activation channel (with a delay > 0).
Elimination of Local Data Nodes
A data node d is local if it is exclusively connected to a function node f and in the same task partition as f . When eliminating a data node, also the corresponding read and write channels are removed. The transition system of f is modified such that the respective events are removed from any transition. Additionally, the output port p w writing to d is removed and each transition that emitted events at p w now writes ⊥ instead.
Definition 3 (Data Node Elimination). Let FN = (Σ, P, C, Φ, F, D) be a function network, f = (P in , (S, s 0 , T ), P out ) ∈ F a function node and d ∈ D a data node with an incoming activation channel c w = (p w , δ w , p d ) (p w ∈ P out ) transmitting event w and an outgoing read channel c r = (p d , δ r , p r ) (p r ∈ P in ) transmitting event r. The data node elimination function is defined as follows:
T contains all transitions from T while • each occurence of p w in a transition is replaced by ⊥, • event r is deleted in each transition where E contains r. On the assumption that the behavior of the function node does not depend on the read event of the removed data node, this operation maintains the causality of the remaining events. All input ports of the function node are obtained together with all activation events of that node. The transitions of the function node are maintained as well while they are cleaned by the read event r. Thus, the partial order between input and output events of the components interface is still valid. Concerning timing, the delay between any input and output signal that involves the reading of event r becomes smaller because the data is now available locally and the time for reading the event (possibly over a bus) is saved. Thus, any end-to-end deadline that was valid before this operation is still valid after it. In Figure 4 on the left side a component is shown with a function node and a local data node that is eliminated on the right side. The arrows in the function node indicate the affected transitions to show that these are maintained even if an output port is removed.
Elimination of Self-Activations Self-activations are self-loops of a function node f either via a Signal node or an activation channel with a delay > 0. They particularly arise when two function nodes with an activation dependency are merged. Thus, their elimination is a typical continuation of the node melting process. The consequences of the elimination of self-activations are, that an involved data node is removed if it is not used by other function nodes. Additionally, channels may be deleted including the appendant ports and events.
To be able to apply this operation without violating causality of events, the input port of the self-activation loop must not have any other incoming channels. A further necessary condition for a loop containing a data node d is, that d must not have both incoming and outgoing channels to other function nodes than f . In this case, it would not be possible to remove the self-activation without affecting activations from or to other nodes. Before defining the operation for eliminating self-activations itself, we need to define some help functions. The first one adds an output delay to a given set of output specifications of a transition. An output specification is a pair of a port and event mapped to a delay interval.
Definition 4 (Output Delay Addition
] be a set of output specifications, and δ = [δ − , δ + ] a delay interval. Output Delay Addition is defined as:
Next, we define how a given transition system changes when a self-activation via an output port p w and an input port p a is eliminated. For each transition that does not contain one of these two ports nothing changes. But all pairs of transitions that would execute successive in the case of a self-activation need to be concatenated. This means, that the left part (input port, input event, origin state) of the first transition becomes also the left part for the concatenated transition. The right part of this new transition must not fire events at p w , if this port is removed during self-loop elimination. Instead, the delays of the affected events are added to the delays of all output ports of the second transition. All other output specifications remain unchanged.
Definition 5 (Self-Transition Concatenation). Let T be a transition system, p a be an input port and p w an output port of a self-activation. Self-Transition Concatenation is defined as: concat(T, p a , p w ) = T where
Elimination of self-activations is defined for a function node f that activates itself via a Signal node d. This is the more general case compared to activations by direct activation channels which are covered as well as a simplification of case 1) of the subsequent definition. A self-activation is resolved by replacing it by a set of concatenated transitions. This means that succeeding executions of the self-activation are merged into one using the previously defined functions.
Definition 6 (Self-Activation Elimination). Let FN = (Σ, P, C, Φ, F, D) be a function network, f = (P in , (S, s 0 , T ), P out ∈ F a function node and
Signal data node that has an incoming activation channel c w = (p w , δ w , p d ) (p w ∈ P out ) transmitting event w and an outgoing activation channel c a = (p d , δ a , p a ) (p a ∈ P in ) to f transmitting event a. Self-activation elimination is defined as follows:
while we distinguish the following cases:
1. If d has no other channels than c w and c a , then
If d has an additional activation channel to another function node, then The semantic consequence of this operation is mainly the change of causal event chains that include the events w and a. All these event chains are shortened by removing the sub-chain from w to a. This is realized by concatenating the appendant transitions. But even if these events are removed completely, the causality of the remaining observable events of the component is still preserved. This is exemplified in Figure 5a where a function node with a self-activation is shown whose involved data node is local to that function node. The arrows in the function node indicate two transitions that are executed successively . On the right side the situation is shown after the ports 2 and 3 were removed by eliminating the self-activation. Here, the two transitions are concatenated. But an activation at port 1 still leads to an event at port 4 as on the left side. What is different, is the fact that both transitions are now executed as one transition. While on the left side it was possible that another activation occurs between these transitions it is not possible on the right side anymore. This reduces the set of possible execution traces. Figure 5b shows another example where the involved data node has a further outgoing activation channel to another function node f 2 . Thus, the data node is still existent after self-loop elimination but the back-loop channel to f is removed. Additionally, the output port 2 still exists to activate f 2 . So, even if the two transitions are concatenated to one transition, the firing of port 2 is maintained. This keeps the causality of the interface events to f 2 . Concerning timing, the delay between any input and output event of the interface either stays the same (if it is not affected by the self-activation) or is even shortened because the delay of the self-activation (which is always > 0) is no longer existent. Furthermore, the number of task switches is reduced because two activations are now executed as one.
Task Creation Algorithm
The objective of the task creation algorithm is to partition function nodes into a set of at least m − partitions while minimizing the cohesion function and re-specting the user-defined constraints. The function nodes of one partition are merged afterwards to one task by the previously defined operations. From the semantic point of view each two function nodes may be merged without violating any causality of events. But at least for Simulink models only nodes with the same period are allowed to be merged. The algorithm consists of two steps where first an initial solution is created by a constructive algorithm. Afterwards, an adapted state-of-the-art algorithm is applied to optimize the initial solution. Due to the fact that function networks derived from Simulink models typically consist of connected function nodes in several synchronous sets with a high amount of communication, the algorithm for the initial partitioning is communication-driven as well and works as follows:
1. Put each node n ∈ N into an own separate partition. 2. For each channel c connecting two partitions T i , T j -Check if merging of {T i , T j } is valid w.r.t to constraints, -Calculate gain G of cohesion by joining {T i , T j }. 3. Merge that pair of partitions {T i , T j } with the maximum gain G. 4. Proceed until no valid set of merging candidates with G > 0 can be found.
The result is then improved by a combination of the Kernighan/Lin (KL) [10] and Fiduccia/Mattheyses (FM) [8] algorithms that move or exchange nodes between partitions. A discussion about complexity and optimality of these algorithms can be found in [3] . The complexity of the initial algorithm is O(|N | · |C|).
The final result is a set of partitions of nodes while all function nodes of the same partition are merged to create a task. The order in which the nodes are merged is irrelevant, because the operation merge is associative. Empty partitions do not result in a task. To complete the task creation process, it is checked for each local data node and each self-activation if it can be eliminated with the appendant operation. Here, local data nodes have to be eliminated before self-activations are tackled, because local data nodes may induce read channels that prevent a semantic-preserving self-loop elimination. Even though both elimination operations are not absolutely necessary for task creation, they play an important role to reduce task switches and communication times.
Case Study and Experimental Results
As a case study to evaluate the presented approach we chose an advanced driver assistance system named Virtual Driver Assistant (ViDAs) [2] specified in Matlab Simulink as a single-rate model (i.e. one synchronous set). Beside a common adaptive cruise control it additionally contains a lane change assistant and a module to spot speed-limit signs to adjust the speed accordingly.
This model was translated automatically into a function network consisting of 140 nodes with 198 channels interconnecting them. We estimated worst case execution times for the translated blocks based on the code generated from Realtime Workshop Embedded Coder for a LEON3 processor running at 81 MHz, and annotated them as transition delays of the respective function nodes. To calculate channel weights we assumed a FlexRay bus with a maximum bandwidth of 10 MBit/s. This function network was given as input to the proposed task creation algorithm. As user-defined parameters we set the minimum number of tasks m − to 14 (aspired task weight w =0.169), the maximum allowed task weight w + to 0.3 and α and β to 1. The initial node weights vary between 0.002 and 0.342 (average weight 0.017) with a standard deviation w of 0.156 and a communication weight com of 1.441 (which would be infeasible for the bus). This is depicted in Table 1 in the first three big columns of line "ViDAs" where #N denotes the number of nodes and #C the number of channels. After a runtime of 87s (initial: 8s, KL/FM: 79s) we get a result where w is reduced to 0.085 (factor 1.84) and com to 0.113 (factor 12.75). In Table 1 these results can be found in the columns "Result Values" and "Runtime". The reason why com could be reduced much more than w is mainly that the initial system already has a comparably high communication weight leading to a greater potential for optimization of com. But still, the minimum task weight could be increased as desired from 0.002 to 0.078. Putting all nodes into one task as Realtime Workshop would do results in a task weight of 2.365 which would be infeasible.
To further evaluate the quality and scalability of the approach, we generated artificial function networks consisting of a number of function nodes with weights between 0.002 and 0.1. The input parameters restrict w + to 0.3 and m − to 10% of #N. The corresponding results are shown in the remaining lines of Table 1 . These results confirm the observations we made for the ViDAs system, because also here communication could be reduced significantly. The reason why the resulting w is mostly lower as for ViDAs is due to the simplified communication structure of the generated networks and the assumption that initial node weights are distributed uniformly which is not always the case for real Simulink models.
Conclusions
The front-end process of a framework is presented for a design process that starts at high level specifications, and ends at implementations at the architecture level. Function networks are employed as an expressive interface between Simulink models forming the entry point of the process, and the following exploration process to find optimal hardware architectures executing the functions.
The task creation described in this paper forms the initial optimization step within the intended design process by obtaining a balanced task network that minimizes task communication to avoid a typical bottleneck of bus utilization in distributed hardware architectures found in automotive industry. The paper does not only describe the algorithms of task creation but also provides a welldefined semantic foundation for composition of the function network formalism which is useful to reason for example about preserving semantics while merging nodes to larger task structures. Concerning future work it is planned to reduce the algorithms complexity and also evaluate alternative techniques. Additionally, the interaction with the succeeding design space exploration should be considered in more detail involving e.g. backtracking to learn from previous decisions.
